
ECI Media Management has strengthened its offering within Finan-
cial Auditing and Contract Consultancy with the recent appointment of Pe-
ter Kusoffsky as CEO North America. Peter has a wealth of marketing and 
media experience including 13 years as founder and CEO of Starcom in the 
Nordic region. Most recently, he has spent the last seven years consulting 
clients on their marketing and media challenges in the UK, France and the 
US.  

“Last year’s Media Transparency Report from ANA put the spotlight on 
business practices within the media industry, consequently we’ve seen the 
demand for Financial Auditing skyrocket. Having Peter Kusoffsky on-board 
means that ECI can not only meet demand, but develop new offerings with-
in our Financial Auditing and Contract Compliance practices” states Fredrik 
Kinge, Founder and CEO of ECI Media Management. 

To further enhance the offering and meet customer demand, ECI Media 
Management has partnered with Pankaj Sewal. Pankaj’s unique expertise 
comes from over 30 years of finance and audit experience in the advertis-
ing and marketing communications industry. Seen as one of the pioneers 
within Financial Auditing, Pankaj is respected by both major advertisers and 
CFOs at media agencies for his professional approach to audits.

“ECI Media Management’s industry-leading Digital and TV Audits will now 
be equally matched by our Financial Auditing and Contract Consultancy of-
ferings. The advertiser-agency relationship has shifted towards a less trans-
parent relationship where agencies act both as traditional consultants with 
their clients’ best interests at the forefront, but also as media vendors with a 
self-servicing interest. Having ran a media agency I know the opportunities 
and pitfalls in a contract and the importance of clearly defining the terms 
and the relationship. I live by the saying ‘you do not get what you deserve, 
you get what you have negotiated’, and nowhere is this more appropriate 
than in this relationship.”, says Peter Kusoffsky, CEO North America.

Our promise to our clients is “Higher Media Value”, and we are continuously 
looking at ways to enhance and improve our offering. Our latest appoint-
ments are not only testament to this, but also secure ECI’s position as mar-
ket leader within digital auditing.
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The media landscape is changing; your media management strategy needs 
to change with it. A change for good: ECI, the market’s fastest growing 
global media management company, can help you make your media budget 
generate higher value, harnessing these changes.  

Ours is a new breed of media performance and financial management com-
pany, and we are innovatively leading the charge when it comes to sophisti-
cated media benchmarking services, delivering higher value, and making a 
media-led impact. Our approach to digital media is forensic and fact based, 
and we make use of world-class talent and proprietary technology to maxi-
mize your firms digital impact. Today’s dynamic and fast-paced media land-
scape requires data-driven decision making, global experience and a firm 
grasp of innovative technologies. ECI offers all of these things, and more, 
from media auditing to KPI setting and management, financial audits and 
pitch consulting.

We operate across the Americas, Europe and Asia. Our clients are some 
of the world’s largest advertisers, and our network of owned offices and 
leading affiliates support them through high level media intelligence and 
rigorous benchmarking. Ultimately, we provide the in-sight, experience, and 
savvy that assists our clients in making sure that their advertising expendi-
ture and agency relationships generate higher value.
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